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Introduction  

There was a time in the 1880s when the idea of setting aside large parcels of land 

for conservation, in a place like Yellowstone National Park, was considered 

radical.  Now this idea is taken for granted. Since the beginning of 20th century, 

rapid industrialization and loss of habitat drove conservation, an important topic 

for many countries, especially those in Europe, Africa, and South Asia.  

Today in this new era of Blockchain, cryptocurrency and Web 3.0, linking 

conservation to the NFT (non-fungible token), NFA (non-fungible animals) and 

Metaverse may also seem far-fetched, but could be visionary. With the growing 

number of NFT animal characters and increasing “virtual land sales” in the market, 

the combination of these two components allows us to envision that a new crypto-

driven conservation era is here.  This implementation process will create the next  

preservation hype-cycle and generate high returns for the NFT and Metaverse 

community.  

The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) launched a wildlife NFT program for 

endangered species in late 2021, providing a limited NFT offer based on each 

endangered species. The NFT offers were sold out quickly.   The idea is to simply 

contribute directly to the habitats and wildlife that threatened by human land 

development. Now the NFT and Metaverse may well give us a second chance to 

re-shape the human and wildlife habitats for the next century. In February 2022, 

WWF cancelled their NFT program due to a non-profit stance. Now it is the time 

for us to team up with our global community to take on this Save-the-Planet task at 

the Web 3 level that has never been done before.   
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As the first Metaverse conservation project in the market, we began the Myland 

Project with a vision for Blockchain and Metaverse as a new digital vehicle for 

global wildlife conservation that will secure the future human and wildlife habitat. 

We believe that creation of an endangered species series of NFTs/NFAs for release 

into the Metaverse will also spur the environmental restoration to benefit the Planet 

Earth in a long run. 

As part of this vision, our aim is to repair some of the damage done in the past 

century by applying best practices in land distribution and land economy 

development in our Metaverse. The virtual land parcels we have available for sale 

in Myland Digital Earth Network mirror exactly all land parcels on the Planet 

Earth, as viewable on Google Maps. This virtual land sale is offered to everyday 

investors through an integration with the digital world map. Our Metaverse project 

allows us to go back in time to when the land was open and available. Through 

modern economics and advanced technologies, we will create new ways for our 

investors to generate exponential return from wildlife NFTs, the digital land real 

estate, and Metaverse programs.    

Now, to fast forward 18 to 24 months, when our land economy and revenue 

streams are established on the Myland Metaverse, a balanced human and wildlife 

habitat will be re-developed. This should give us that second chance to influence 

and reshape the conservation practices in the real world.  Wildlife caretakers will 

start receiving recurrent additional donations from the environmental conscious 

Metaverse businesses.  These new revenue sources from Metaverse will contribute 

to the costly, lengthy and often under-funded animal retraining and rewilding 

programs before releasing the endangered species back to the wild, known as 

Catch, Rescue and Release Program. 
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From 1900s to year 2000, the tiger population dropped from over 100,000 to 3,800. 

The tiger is currently categorized as critically endangered species by International 

Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The rapid tiger population decline is 

due to loss of natural habitat to human expansion, commercial land developments, 

agriculture conversion, climate change, illegal poaching, and retaliatory killing. 

Mahatma Ghandi once said, “Greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be 

judged by the way its animals are treated”. Clearly, in 20
th
 century this tiger 

population decline indicates that the global village failed the tiger. In the past 150 

years, tigers all but disappeared. Among the Southeastern Asian countries where 

most tigers are, Indonesia originally had 3 subspecies of tigers. However at 

present, only the Sumatran Tiger survived with approximately 600 individuals. 

Already, two other subspecies have gone extinct in the region. While in Asia, the 

South China Tiger had suffered the same fate and has gone completely extinct in 

the wild. 

The problem is imminent and this century-long non-stop predation of the natural 

habitats since the beginning of the 20
th

 century still continues today. This tests 

human’s capability to develop and manage our own land effectively in unison with 

wildlife habitat.  The loss of natural habitats threatening species on the brink of 

extinction is the call to action for us to create the MazeArt NFT, Myland Digital 

Earth Land NFTs, and Myland Metaverse Project. Soon everyone in our DAO 

community (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) will participate in this re-

shaping concept of new habitat and animal inter-dependence.  In next decade we 

will relentlessly build this new shared virtual land to include the animals on it and 

to ensure they co-exist with human harmoniously. 

The rise of recent NFT and Metaverse anticipates the merging of the virtual world 

and the real world, and Blockchain technology will facilitate this transformation.  
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The Myland Metaverse Project, with the participation of DAO stakeholder 

investors, will anchor and inspire more innovative minds to further construct and 

perfect this new and hybrid virtual world in the coming years.  For this project, our 

team will apply the most advanced technologies in Blockchain, AI, VR/AR, and 

3D reconstruction to build a virtual world where people can work, play, social, and 

live in it with a complete Metaverse experience. We will link habitat preservation 

to enhance digital ownership and environmental consciousness. Every member in 

our community will have the sense of “My Land” ownership and taking action on 

this second opportunity we are given to re-shape the Earth, and this time we will 

build a better land together.                                               

See you in Myland Metaverse!     
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What Are Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT)? 

Non-fungible tokens at a basic level stand for digital assets that link the ownership 

of items to physical items.  

NFTs are what we consider as modern-day collectibles bought and sold online. 

They are represented by proof of ownership. One unique attribute is that NFTs are 

recorded and stored on a Blockchain network, the Blockchain is similar to the one 

used for cryptocurrencies. The distributed ledger in Blockchain technology makes 

alteration, fraud, or cheating cybercrime impossible. The non-fungible tokens 

represent arts, graphics, music, videos, real estate, and more. Essentially, any 

quickly produced digital file falls into this category. They are stored as an NFT to 

identify the original copy. It is impossible to interchange an NFT because each 

token has unique transaction properties.   
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MazeArt NFT and Myland Digital Earth NFT Marketplace 

MazeArt NFT Marketplace and the Tiger Land Zodiacs NFT Collection are 

MazeArt Studio’s first NFT projects. Both MazeArt and Myland NFT 

marketplaces are built on the Polygon Blockchain Network for minting NFTs, and 

allows investors and traders to buy, sell, and collect NFTs. MazeArt NFT 

Marketplace’ focus is the NFT artworks of all categories while Myland NFT 

Marketplace fosucs’ on the digital earth virtual land distribution as well as the 

Metaverse content building platform offer for the developers and convent creators. 

MazeArt NFT marketplace utilize advanced digital coding to mint NFTs of all 

categories in art, music, video, collectables, etc. The MazeArt NFT collections and 

NFT Marketplace are our Phase I projects and intended to harness the power of 

NFTs to serve as the first-step to creating the digital assets for our Metaverse 

content and digital characters modeling for future Metaverse’ content building, 

avatar creation and game developments. Our multi-phase project is designed to 

immediately start participating the funding process for wildlife conservation efforts 

and brand-building. Once the virtual land sales of Phase II starts generating 

revenue, both Phase I and II will prompt our project development to Phase III stage 

– building the contents and land economy in Myland Metaverse. A successful 

Metaverse economy will allow us to commit to long-term commitment and 

donations for conservation which will influence the future real-world wildlife and 

habitat preservation practices.  

In addition to the NFT collection of Tiger Family to campaign for the public 

awareness of endangered species, MazeArt Project Team also designed the first 

game synopsis for the virtual tiger conservation game to initiate the Metaverse 

content creation program and more game titles will be released by MazeArt Studio 
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Creative Team or by gaming partners. More game synopses will be published 

along with the Myland utility token offer to entice partnership from the game 

developers and communities.   

The creation of the Tiger Land Zodiacs NFTs and its community club allows our 

members to participate in early stage of our 3-phase Metaverse project. The tiger 

NFT collection will make the community members meta-custodians of a particular 

animal and our project. All MazeArt NFT holders will be automatically entitled for 

the presale sessions of Myland Phase II Digital Earth NFT land sales (June 5, 

2022), as well as the Myland IDO Token Offer (MLND), scheduled for September 

15, 2022.  

The Pre-IDO Free MLND Token Airdrop Incentive Program makes our 

Tokenomics one of the most appealing investment opportunities for all NFT and 

digital real estate investors, especially for our community members who are 

located in the countries that KYC and cryptocurrency are still not available. Our 

free token airdrop program award anyone who has purchased MazeArt NFTs or 

Myland digital land parcels to take advantage of the IDO (vs. ICO or IEO) that 

tokens become publically tradable on decentralized  exchange on the IDO day. In 

addition, the liquidity pool will allow qualified investors in Myland Metaverse 

Project to participate in one of the most lucrative passive income generating 

programs that crypto market offers today.  

Myland Digital Earth delivered on website www.myland.earth is the digital copy 

of the Planet Earth, which has 510 billion square meters. Our standard 

measurement on Myland.Earth is by 10x10 meters Land Tiles. This measurement 

yields a 51 billion land tiles available for land investors, which includes 29% of 

land and 71% of ocean, with approximate 10% of the 29% land portion are high 
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value landmarks. Early investors purchased MazeArt NFTs and Myland digital 

land NFTs will be entitled as the first investors in line to receive the promotional 

benefits, including the Myland utility token MLND free airdrop program, and 

participate in the presale sessions of MLND Initial Dex Offer (IDO). 
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How MazeArt NFT Marketplace Works  

MazeArt NFT Marketplace is a secure NFT exchange platform and it enables the 

registered users to buy, sell and collect NFT of all categories. Our marketplace 

ensures a seamless pay-in and pay-out procedure by connecting NFT sellers to 

buyers, traders and collectors.  

Other features of the platform:  

● More NFT collections of endangered species to be released, created by a 

collective group of talented international artists of MazeArt Studio.  

● The inclusion of limited NFT edition free airdrops for MazeArt NFT and 

MLND utility holders, including fun children's animated NFT series. 

● Integration with other popular NFT marketplace such as Opensea.io for our 

members to increase the liquidity and resale capabilities of their NFT 

holdings. 
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Why Polygon? 

The polygon network is a secondary scaling alternative (Layer 2) to the Ethereum 

Blockchain Network. It operates a two-part solution for a more effective output. 

First, Polygon acts as software that sits atop Blockchains called layer one 

solutions. An example is Ethereum technology. Over time, the Ethereum Network 

has become slow and expensive to use due to its popularity. Currently, the network 

processes 14 transactions per second at $25.00. During high network congestion, 

the fees become higher. The use of a scalable solution such as Polygon helps 

cushion the effect of high costs by processing transactions on its proprietary Proof-

of-Stake protocol (PoS). Polygon’s PoS with high scalability resulted in only a 

fraction of the fees required to process the similar transactions. Polygon processes 

65,000 transactions per second with less than a fraction of a cent as the fees. One 

uniqueness of the Polygon Network is that it allows a free mint process with no gas 

fee required. 

In addition, intensive high-energy Blockchain technology causes severe damage to 

the environment, defecting one of the goals. For example, using a Blockchain such 

as Ethereum produces energy burden needed to generate the same amount of the 

power for several households. By minting NFTs on the Polygon Network instead 

of an energy-consuming Blockchain, however, the project will help to protect the 

Earth further, consuming only fraction (as low as thousandths) of energy consumed 

by other Blockchain networks.  

We understand some users are used to other Blockchain networks, and it can be 

troublesome and high cost to transfer funds across different Blockchains.  To make 

it easier to own digital lands and participate in token sale, we have implemented 

fiat currency payment.  Although you pay fiat currency, the land NFTs are minted 
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and on Polygon Blockchain’s ledger to record your ownership.  We have also 

implemented custodial wallet with multi-party computation (MPC) algorithm for 

highest security protection so users can park their land NFTs on our platform. 
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MazeArt Tiger Land Zodiacs NFT Project Overview 

MazeArt Studio’s first wildlife NFT project is inspired by the 'Save the Tiger in the 

Year of the Tiger’ campaign started late 2021. The goal is to generate more public 

awareness on tiger conservation by releasing MazeArt’s 8,616 Tiger Land Zodiacs 

NFT Collection. The collection will be released in 2 presale events for 600 Tiger 

Land Zodiacs NFTs in each session and the public sale of 5,016 Tiger Land 

Zodiacs NFTs. 

Along with the growing public awareness for tiger being endangered species since 

1973 Federal Endangered Species Act, it is estimated that private owners across 

North America have adopted 5,000-10,000 tiger cubs or young tigers. Due to 

private facilities and owners’ limited resources, the tigers in private homes and 

facilities need more financial support, considering the $10,000 a year on tiger food 

alone (stats estimated in 2016 not factoring in the recent years’ of inflation), not 

even include veterinary care and general maintenance of these facilities. An ideal 

tiger conservation cycle consists of raising the cubs with large enclosure, ongoing 

veterinary care, restricted breeding, retraining, and re-wilding tigers for possible 

release to the wild. The full conservation cycle is cost-prohibitive for private 

ownership nowadays and it became impossible for most tigers in captive to reach 

to the final stages of re-wilding and release to the wild. 

Just when almost all options are exhausted for tigers, the good news came - 

brought by international governments, wildlife preservation organizations, and 

tiger preservation advocating groups have all joined in the effort for tiger 

conservation. There is bound to be a noticeable improvement in tiger preservation 

with all collaborative efforts. The legislative work by the Federal Endangered 

Species Act in the US in 1973 was earliest government effort in the modern age. 
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There are also collaborative government efforts from countries such as India, 

China, Russia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam etc. These state-run programs have 

helped maintain a stable population for tiger species in general and provide more 

tiger parks and sanctuary across the world.  

MazeArt Project will donate 15% from all tiger NFT sales to both international 

tiger preservation organization such as WWF as well as to the North American 

tiger sanctuaries.  We hope our relatively small donation will make a big impact in 

supporting global Tiger Rescue-Release Program and improving the wellbeing of 

the over 5,000 tigers in captive in North America, by providing with needed tiger 

food and general maintenance of their facilities. 

The fact that more tigers in captive than tigers in the wild dictate the future tiger 

conservation will require us to work on both sides- the tigers in the wild as well as 

the tigers in captive, to halt the tiger population’s decline in the wild and to 

gradually increase tiger population when the Rescue and Release Plan – the full 

tiger conservation cycle can eventually take place.  

In summary, the Phase I MazeArt NFT project seeks to empower every member of 

our future Metaverse to be responsible citizens from its space. Our projects will 

follow the three-phase structure to achieve. Phase I wildlife NFT offer, Phase II 

Digital Earth NFT land sales, and Phase III the Metaverse content and land 

economy developments on the virtual lands and landmarks across the virtual 

world.  

These offerings provide an enabling environment for our community’s awareness 

and consciousness. When the projects enters Phase III Metaverse economy 

building stage, it shall start creating significant return for early investors with the 
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valuation increase on NFT artwork and NFA collections, digital land NFTs, and 

Myland Metaverse Project native token MLND. 
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What is Metaverse?  

The Metaverse is the merging of virtual and physical reality. It connects 

technologies including VR, AR and video to create persistent online spaces where 

a digital version of yourself can interact with other digital people, objects, and 

environment around you. It enables creators to create and render immersive 

experiences based on connected surrounding activities. Metaverse contains 7 layers 

of categories as listed below. Each layer produces value, and collectively these 

layers shape the Metaverse. In this early stage of the development, Metaverse 

provides financial opportunities for entrepreneurs and investors:  

 

1. Infrastructure: 5G and future 6G networks will be the main backbone of the 

Metaverse, with peripheral networks including WiFi connections, or 

hardware components such as RAM and the GPU of the devices. 

 

2. Human Interface: Users will be using the services provided by Metaverse 

through a series of components such as mobile devices and wearables, etc. 

 

3. Decentralization: The Blockchain technology plays a major role in this 

layer, detached from the mainstream or traditional centralized networks, in 

addition to the  artificial intelligence (AI) being implemented throughout the 

Blockchain network. 

 

4. Advanced Technology:  The latest technologies in the areas of virtual reality 

(VR/AR/XR) and all 3D components and visual elements. 

 

5. Adapted Economy:  A multitude of design tools, asset markets, tailor 

designed network workflows are involved and intertwined to provide the 

virtual services. To provide these services and consumption of the services by 

the users, Metaverse network will flow large amount of currency between the 

companies and end users that have established their connections to the 

Metaverse network.  
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6. Future Discoveries: Discoveries for new advanced technologies is imminent 

in further develop the Metaverse as cutting-edge and forward thinking, which   

directly affect users’ everyday lives socially and professionally. 

 

7. Experiences: The Metaverse will have a direct influence on social networks, 

ecommerce, games, and the transmission of all streaming content and data. 
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Features of the MazeArt NFTs & Myland Metaverse Project 

MazeArt will focus on other niches of the non-fungible tokens phenomenon as part 

of an upward projection. There will be activities as below:  

● Token Staking- Staking is a way of verifying transactions. It also allows 

holders to earn rewards on their NFTs. Staking also provides an avenue for 

NFT holders to commit assets to support our NFT Marketplace and 

Metaverse project.   

● Advertising- The content-rich Metaverse is designed to attract large number 

of users to attend sport and concert events, tour landmark travel destinations,  

play on-chain games, conduct business meetings, host fashion shows, and 

even explore virtual dating services etc, all will attract enterprise advertisers 

to place ads targeting the volume of online user traffic on Myland Metaverse 

Platform.  The platform is built for Web3.0, all participants and content 

providers retain control over their data and content.  They can sell and trade 

their data without losing ownership.  

● Membership- VR enabled immerse user experience will attract users in 

business training, education, dating service, etc. 

● Gamification- The gaming mechanism will be added in Myland Phase III 

Development. MazeArt Studio plans to develop Tiger Fantastic Land game 

and international high profile landmark city virtual tours and games, include 

New York City, Las Vegas, Paris, Beijing, Tokyo, Soul, etc. Myland utility 

token MLND will be offered to attract game developers and companies to 

co-develop these MazeArt Studio designed games, or developers will be 

financially rewarded to develop their own games on Myland Metaverse 
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Platform. Land NFTs, avatar NFTs, and user created NFTs can be used in 

games for players to profit from owning these NFTs.  Play-to-earn 

mechanism will be built into the Metaverse games, to engage with various 

bodies to collaborate, inspire, interact and share objectives and grow the 

subscribing user base to profit for project and the community. 

● Content Creation Platform- Myland Phase III will broaden the horizon in the 

Metaverse space and focus Metaverse content creation as our top priority. 

We will provide a platform that allows content providers to build games, 

scenarios, and business locations.  Contribution of 3D and VR enabled 

contents in digital media by all community members is also highly 

encouraged by Develop-Content-to-Earn program to enticing all community 

members to participate in the content creation process. 
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About Tiger Land Zodiac Collection 

Tiger Land Zodiacs Collection form the Phase I project are dedicated to content 

creation for our Metaverse, as well as raising partial funds for further project 

development. We implement strategies that aim at giving investors and all 

participants a great value.  

The release of Tiger Land Zodiacs Collection will be in two presale sessions with 

600 NFTs each on May 20, 2022 with the first drop of Tiger Gemini for the zodiac 

month of May 21 – June 20, 2022, and on June 22, 2022 for the second presale 

session. These 600 Zodiac Tiger NFTs is to celebrate the 600 surviving Sumatran 

Tigers in Indonesia on the International Endangered Species Day on May 20
th

, 

2022, with 50 NFTs for each Zodiac sign. Tiger Land Zodiacs NFT is priced at 

0.05 ETH in presale sessions on www.opensea.io.  

On June 22
th
, we will be releasing the Tiger Cancer NFTs as the first drop and 

followed by all other 11 zodiac signs, following Gemini cycle. The 600 Tiger 

NFTs are offered at 0.06 ETH each for the second presale session in June with 50 

NFTs under each zodiac sign. This second presale session is to give our 

community members a second chance to take advantage of the discounted pricing 

one more time on www.opensea.io.  

15% percent of the sales proceeds of these NFTs will go to the World Wildlife 

Fund as a donation for preserve, protect, and care for these distinct animals and for 

tiger sanctuary’s Rescue-Release efforts around the world.  

Additional minted 600 Tiger Land Zodiacs NFTs will be available for each presale 

session as the Rescue Supply in the event if the presale session exhausts the initial 

NFT offers quickly. The Rescue Supply NFT program is designed to award our 

http://www.opensea.io/
http://www.opensea.io/
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loyal community members and early-movers to put their trust in our project to 

participate in our pre-launch events.   

On International Tiger Day of July 29, 2022, we will conduct the public sale of  

5,016 Zodiac Tiger NFT Collection, priced at ETH0.08 each with all 12 zodiac 

signs – Aries, Taurus, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, 

Pisces, and 418 unique NFTs for each zodiac sign. The 5,016 NFTs represents the 

approximate 5000 tigers in private facilities and homes across North America 

(Reports indicate that this figure is in the range of 5,000-10,000). 15% of the 

public sale proceeds will be donated to the dozen of tiger sanctuaries that home 

injured and abused tigers across North America for tiger food and general 

veterinary care. The list of tiger sanctuaries will be provided in our quarterly report 

to our community on www.Maze.Art website once the donation starts, including 

some members’ favored Big Cat Rescue in Florida and Black Beauty Ranch Tiger 

Sanctuary in Texas, etc.   Below is the Tiger Land Zodiacs NFT Offer schedule: 

May 20, 2022 (International Endangered Species Day) 

Release of 600 Zodiac Tiger NFT Collection. 

The 600 NFTs released in May and June respectively are to celebrate the 600 

surviving tigers of Sumatran Tiger Family in Indonesia. The Zodiac Tiger  

Collection at presale event will be offered at 0.05ETH each on opensea.io, with 50 

NFTs for each zodiac sign, containing all 12 zodiac signs of Aries, Taurus, 

Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and 

Pisces, of total unique 600 NFTs.  

 

June 22, 2022 (International Rainforest Day) 

 

Release of 600 Zodiac Tiger NFTs Collection at 0.06 ETH each on opensea.io with 

50 NFTs for each zodiac sign, containing all 12 zodiac signs of Aries, Taurus, 

Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and 

Pisces, of total unique 600 NFTs.  
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July 29, 2022 (International Tiger Day) 

Public sale and release of 5,016 Tiger Land Zodiacs NFT Collection at 0.08 ETH 

each on www.Maze.Art NFT Marketplace.  

 

The 5,016 Zodiac Tiger NFTs to be offered on July 29, 2022 represent the 

approximate 5,000 tigers across the North America. It would be an oversight to not 

indicate that the inadequate funding for the ownership of an estimated over 5,000 

individual tigers in private facilities, private zoos, and private homes in the United 

States alone. We will donate 15% of the tiger NFT sales proceeds to tiger 

sanctuaries that host injured and abused tigers across North America (The 

sanctuaries that prohibit in-bred such as Big Cat Rescue in Florida and Black 

Beauty Ranch, etc), for general tiger food and veterinary care.   

 

http://www.maze.art/
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The Project Management Team 
The Architecture, Artistic, Tokenomics Designs, Operation, Marketing - the Core Team 

1. Jeff Liang 

Co-founder of Chief Executive Officer: with 20+ year in IT business with focus on architecture and 

framework building for enterprise infrastructure. Multiple Startup successes, the most recent being 

MessageSolution, a content security, AI, compliance, and eDiscovery enterprise software company 

serving global enterprise customers. With Stanford University Computer Science Degree and extensive 

technology working experiences in Teir 1 IT companies such as IBM, Sun Micro etc; a true believer in 

Blockchain and MetaVerse. Founder and current sitting board member for the compliance eDiscovery and 

content security company, MessageSolution, Inc. 

2. Josh Liang 

Co-founder & Chief Marketing Officer: with 25+ year in IT business and 7 years with IBM international 

business support division; solid startup experience of taking a company from scratch to multi-million 

dollar revenue within 12 months; education background in MBA for Sport Management and MFA for 

Digital Art, specialized in art project management and generating subscription-based revenue, enterprise 

network and content security, big-data and cloud storage management, and an active cryptocurrency 

investor and NFT collector. Co-Founder and the current sitting board member of compliance eDiscovery 

and content security company, MessageSolution, Inc.  

3. Kevin McInerney    

Tokenomic framework designer and membership management. With 28+ year in IT business and 

delivering excellent leadership and innovation, delivered strong sales management with an excellent 

record of leadership and innovation. 

 Exceptional ability to lead sales professionals in all aspects of strategic selling, contract 

negotiation, strategic planning and analysis online and offline revenue pipelines. 

 Networking, Unicorn, and Financial SasS Solution with multiple startup buildup experiences. 

4. Jack Wang 

Engineer Lead. With 15 years of software development experience, specializing in Web3, encryption, 

data mining, crypto currency.  

5. Dong Lin 

System Architect. 12 years of network operation experience, expert in network security, Blockchain 

networks and cryptography. 

   

6. Faith Nguyen 
 

Lead Marketing Specialist in generating NFTs, NFT collection management, project logistics 

and social media marketing.  
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Myland Native Token Introduction & Developers in DAO 

The Myland tokens represent what holders earn daily. It is part of the hold and 

earns reward system on the platform. The MLND token symbol represents 

MazeArt and Myland Metaverse Project's native token. As part of its use cases, it 

serves to mint future MazeArt NFTs and Myland virtual land NFTs. Myland 

features forward-looking DAO model that protects early investors and developers 

with consensus-based Tokenomics system. The DAO community as scheduled in 

the project roadmap will be launched in second half of 2023. 

We will issue 10 billion MLND and offer 5% of the total token supply for sale on 

September 15, 2022, (The World Rainforest Day). We will lock up 18% for the 

development team (vested in a 24-month period) and allocate the remaining 77% 

of our supply across multiple business divisions with each division’s ongoing goals 

and milestones under respective vesting schedules. This allows the funding to 

systematically support Myland ecosystem growth of the NFT marketplace 

operations and the Metaverse content building.  This will guarantee a fair and 

evenly exposed token economy to all token holders of all sizes while growing the 

business. We will also unlock 6% of the token supply to provide liquidity through 

decentralized exchanges right after the token sale.  For the token sale we will limit 

the amount for each individual participant so whales will not drive anyone out of 

the token allocation. We will also implement the Waiting List for early participants 

to recognize the trust given to our project by our earliest and most active 

“Mylanders”. Additional features of MLND native token are below: 

 Purchasing NFTs on Maze.Art NFT Marketplace 

 Pay for Myland Metaverse game subscriptions, Metaverse Event Ticket Purchasing, etc 

 Advertising in Myland Networks including Maze.Art NFT Marketplace, Myland Digital Earth 

Land Sale NFT Marketplace, and Myland Metaverse  

 Staking and Liquidity Pool revenue sharing 
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MazeArt NFT Tokenomics  

Phase I NFT Offer – Tiger Land Zodiacs Collection 

 

Total supply: 8,616  Tiger Land Zodiacs NFTs 

Token Standard: ERC1155 

Presale 1: 600 | Presale 2: 600 

Minted Rescue supply for bonus sale at Presale 1: 600 

Minted Rescue supply for bonus sale at presale 2: 600 

Public Sale: 5,016 

Marketing & Partnership Supply: 1,200 

 Giveaways and Team Tiger Rewards 

 Marketing Campaigns for both MazeArt NFTs and Myland Digital Earth 

Token Price: 0.05 ETH ea. presale on 5/20/2022, 0.06 ETH ea. on 6/22/2022, and 

0.08 ETH ea. offer in the public sale on 7/29/2022  

Maximum Purchase: 36 individual NFT per transaction (3 sets of zodiac signs) 

Presale Minting: 5/20/2022 and 6/22/2022 on www.opensea.io 

Public Sale Minting: 7/29/2022 on www.maze.art 
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Presale and Initial DEX Offer of MLND 

  

Token Sale Location  www.myland.earth 

Offer  Phase I Initial Offer Presale 

Token Name  Myland Token 

Token Symbol  MLND 

Token Standard  ERC 20 

Token Transfer Exchange   Uniswap 

Token Accepted MATIC, ETH, BTC, FIAT 

Hard Cap (Round One) $5 million 

Price per Token & Minimum Contribution  $25 per 1000 MLND 

Maximum Individual Contribution $1.5 million 

Token Presale Date 9/15/2022 

 

Intended Use of Revenue & Token Distribution:  

Maze.Art NFT Marketplace Development 5% 

NFT Development 8% 

Myland.Earth Marketplace Development 12% 

Myland.Earth Metaverse Development 25% 

Research  6% 

Marketing, Advisor, Partnership,  Community 

Development  

10% 

Operation & Business Development 10% 

Liquidity Pool 6% 

Initial Token Sales 5% 

Charity 3.5% 

Legal  3.5% 

Burn 6% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.myland.earth/
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Myland Token Giveaways and  Staking Program 
 

  

Tiger NFTs & Digital Earth Land NFT Purchase Reward Program: 

 

Free Token Airdrop Available Number of Tokens for Airdrop 

Presale till 30 Day Before Public Sale 1000 MLND Tokens 

15 Day till Public Sale 500 MLND Tokens 

After Public Sale 0 

 

Contact us at investors@maze.art for investment over $100,000.00 regarding the arrangement of 

the free airdrop token amount. 

 
LAND NFT and MLND Token Staking Program: 

 

Staking Hold Time Percent Returns 

3-Month hold TBD 

6-month hold 3% 

12-month hold 5.5% 

  

NOTE:  
Investors will need to purchase MazeArt Tiger NFTs or Myland Digital Earth Land NFTs to participate in the Token 
Staking Program. A six month holding period is required after the initial purchase of the MazeArt NFTs or Land NFT 
to participate in the Token Staking Program. The amount of the token to invest in the Token Staking Program is 
determined by the quantity of MazeArt NFTs or Land NFT purchased. Staking Program will start 6 months after the 
IDO.  
 
  

 

mailto:investors@maze.art
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Myland Metaverse Project Roadmap 

August 2021 

1. Initiated building NFT platforms on the Polygon Network  

2. Launch of the 'Save the Tiger' community campaign for the coming 2022 

“Year of the Tiger” with the creation of Zodiac Tiger and Angel Tiger 

collections 

April 2022 

Press Release for Project Introduction:  

1. Tiger Land Zodiac NFT Collection Launch   

2. Myland.Earth Digital Earth Land Sale 

3. Myland.Earth Metaverse   

May 2022 

Press Tiger Land Zodiac NFT Presale on May 20, 2022  

1) Release of the first 600 Tiger Zodiac NFT Collection 

15% donation - proceeds from NFT presale to World Wildlife Fund 

2) Launch of the MazeArt NFT Marketplace on Polygon Blockchain 

3) Building of the first 100 community membership on Discord  

(The early DAO members)  

June 2022 

Phase II Project Launch  

Myland Digital Earth Land Sale on Myland.Earth NFT Marketplace

Website Launch on June 5
th
, 2022, International Environment Day. 

      2)  Release of the second 600 Tiger Land Zodiac NFT Collection 

15% donation - proceeds from NFT presale to World Wildlife Fund 

July, 2022 

1) Public Sale of 5,016 Tiger NFTs with 12 Zodiac Signs of Tiger Gemini-

Cancer-Leo-Virgo-Libra-Scorpios-Sagittarius-Capricorn-Aquarius-Pisces-

Aries-Taurus Collections, with 416 for each sign, Offer on 7/29/2022 

International Tiger Day  

2) 15% of Zodiac Tiger NFT sales proceeds will be donated to North American 

Tiger Sanctuaries  
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September, 2022 

1) ERC20 Token MLND Initial DEX Offer (Details in Page 28) on 

Uniswap on 9/15/2022 - the utility token for game subscriptions and 

staking program, and liquidity pool. 

2) MazeArt Studio contents & game developments. 

2) Partnership Program for Metaverse Platform & Game Development. 

March, 2023 

1) MLND Token Staking Program Launch 

(Six months after IDO)  

2) 2023 Community votes for 2023 wildlife NFT collection preferences.  

July, 2023 

MazeArt Studio Multi-Games Launches  

1) Tiger Fantastic Land Game V1 

2) Bellagio Poker Room 

3) DAO Organization Launch 

January, 2024 

1) Enterprise Service Providers Programs 2024 

2) Tiger Fantastic Land Game V2 (after feedback from the community) 

July, 2024 

1) Multi-Games Metaverse Launches with Virtual Reality Technologies 

2) NFT Artworks, Accessories, Land NFTs are exchangeable for MLND 

tokens in Myland Metaverse Ecosystem 

 

March, 2025  

1) VR Metaverse Games Enhancement V2 (After Community Feedback) 

2) Metaverse Global Event Platform Launch for Real-Time Sports & Concerts 

Events, etc 
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Myland Metaverse Tiger Fantastic Land Game Synopsis & 

Design Theme 

Introduction:  

The Myland Metaverse Tiger Fantastic Land Game is a pre-extinction game to educate the 
youth (Preschool-15yr old age group) on best preservation practices and change future 
outcome of tiger population. Players have the options to select sanctuaries, or animated Disney 
World settings to choose difficulty levels, etc. 
 

 

Glossary:  

Trap-to-Win: As it is self-explanatory, when an injured tiger is trapped with a special net, safely 

complete the first step of Tiger Preservation Plan of Catch-Rescue-Release, and you win!  

Play-to-Save (Play to Earn Game Model): There are two ways to Play-to-Save the Tigers: a. 

Advance in the game and earn enough bonus to Save the Tigers and earn Myland Tokens; b. 

Survive the game challenges and sustain on the game long enough to meet the time threshold 

to save enough tigers to earn Myland tokens. Token will be air-dropped to the player’s crypto 

wallet once Player reaches to the Platinum Player Level.  

 

Characters:  

Tiger Cubs – The cubs are the most adorable creatures but also most vulnerable in this 

dangerous world. For YOU the player of the game, there’s no need to go to the petting zoo. 

Here on Trap-to-Save & Save-to-Win, you can play and pet the tigers ALL DAY LONG! 

Tiger Man – is the protector of the cubs and educator for the cubs to understand the dangers of 

the world, especially the real-world dangers caused by humans. Tiger man is the father-figure 

who works hard to feed the cubs in the early age. 

Angel – is also known as the Tiger Goddess is always present when the tiger family is in 

eminent danger from the poachers (humans). Angel will gain multiple lives from the numbers of 

the tiger and cubs saved to temporarily defeat the threats from the Monster (see Monster’s 

description below). Join Angel for a tour of the Tiger Sanctuary and learn of the tiger’s history, 

population decline, and of the past century (1900s till present day). 

Monster – Super larger-than-life international tiger-trade cartel of the tiger underground market – 

Kingpin of the poachers, with the evil power that can decimate the Angel.  

You (The User/Player) - Save and rescue enough tigers to earn the bonus and gain the super 

power to conquer and take out the Evil Monster.   

 

Game Economy: 

5 Level Game, first level free and $2.99 per user/month subscription for Level 2 - Level 5.  10% 

donation to tiger preservation charities with focus on providing Tiger Food for the 10,000 tigers 

in private facilities/homes in North America (Donation percentile will be determined by Mylander 

Community each year). 
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MazeArt collection of extinct species NFTs becomes the in-game currency to save the tigers, 

users purchase MazeArt NFTs and Myland utility tokens as credits to play the game. 

MazeArt Studio will invest our resources to develop the Level 1 game and welcome partnership 

from game developer(s), group, or company to participate in this project and profit-sharing.   

 

Proposed In-Game Reforestation Donation Program: 
(Donation percentile to be decided by the community) 
 
MLND Token is used as gaming currency to acquire more accessories and weapons such as 
Axes and Machete in Play-to-Earn Myland Metaverse experiences. Myland Metaverse Project 
will promote Reforestation Program by matching each accessory purchase to Reforestation 
Program of 900-Trees per Acre tree planting. Cost to plant a tree at scale per acre is as the 
following: 
 
Average cost in most regions of the world: $3.50 - $4.00; $3,150.00 per acre 
(according to the research done in 2016) 
Cost per in-game accessory - an Axe: $3.50 
 

Synopsis Story Line:  

You (the player) will actively and methodically deploy the Safe-Net to safely capture the injured 

Tiger (the Working Tiger Man Character) or the cubs in panic and rescue him (them), take back 

to the Tiger Sanctuary, Feed him, Cure him with medicine, and eventually RELEASE Him back 

to the wilderness. 

 

Game Design Background: (Craft and Quest Model) 

1. Users will be able to select and recreate the Earth's eco system. The game can be set 

after selecting the various options and activated in a very short time by anyone with 

ease.  

2. By species by eco system to recreate endangered or extinct species in Meta sanctuaries 

with flora fauna species with their natural elements added by YOU (the player) to 

recreate their habitat and the risk factor that impacts their endangered extinct status. 

3. The selected level of play reflects the degrees of hunting, by country and region, by 

gestation periods, by natural threats (typhoons or storms), menu allowing players to 

select from the number of species, number of trap-nets.  

4. Habitat conditions based on hunting, habitat destruction, floods, deforestation. 

5. Introduction of specific diseases that reflect tigers’ endangered or extinct period in time.  

6. The objective is to set the difficulty levels of the game and design an exciting user 

experience where game players can compete in a race and to Capture to save a species 

from extinction with the following steps:  

 Identify the species of tigers. 

 Trace and track of the tigers. 

 Capture and rescue the tigers. 

7. The objects in the sanctuary will be interactive, the objective is to set a preservation trap-

net that captures a species and generates a preservation NFT (Play to make NFTs by 

highest scores).  

8. Options recreate by adding, selecting and saving the endangered species for different 

outcomes.   
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9. Trapped species need to be locked to be scanned into the DNA collection  

10. NFT DNA pool can be leveraged in Tokenomic structure and the DAO voting system to 

fund actual clone researchers in DNA Zoos for a big bonus when a future generation 

tiger is created by this DNA research for future of tigers (similar to the real-world 

Australian clone scientists  successfully DNA recreated the real Tasmanian Tiger.) 

11. You (the Player) can activate the game based upon time-sensitive intervals and hidden 

Distance-Clues to fast-track species and lure them into Player selected baits to capture 

and save within the game timeline given.  

12. Trapped species cannot can be scanned unless the Player finds the key the hidden in 

the game.  

13. The start and end of the game can also be accessed from the marketplace, simply by 

dragging and dropping the two parts (the starting gate, for example, and the end-game 

object (a flag the player must touch to finish the game).  
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Community Social Networking and Website 

Twitter:      https://twitter.com/tigercubclub1  

Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/TigerCubsClub1 

Discord:     https://discord.gg/na6jwu8BXb 

Website:     www.maze.art    (MazeArt NFT Marketplace) 

                    www.myland.earth   (Digital Earth NFT Land Sale & Myland Metaverse) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/TigerCubsClub1
http://www.myland.earth/
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Glossary 

1. Blockchain: A Blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, that 

are linked together using cryptography. Each block contains a cryptographic 

hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction. The timestamp 

proves that the transaction data existed when the block was published to get 

into its hash. As blocks each contain information about the block previous to 

it, they form a chain, with each additional block reinforcing the ones before 

it. Therefore, Blockchains are resistant to modification of their data because 

once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively 

without altering all subsequent blocks.  

 

2. Myland NFT: Myland is sold as exact copy of the World Map at 10-Meter 

by 10-Meter space for each Land Tile on Myland.Earth website. The Land 

Tile is minted as NFT.  Since each location is unique, i.e. there is only one 

Eiffel tower on the map, every location is truly one of a kind a land owner 

will get.  If you own Statue of Liberty, no one else can own it. 

 

3. Play-to-Earn: Play to Earn is a token-based reward service on MyLand 

Metaverse where game player can earn Myland tokens by playing Myland 

Metaverse games. 

 

4. Map-Image-to-Earn: Myland Geospatial Stack is tiered and featuring a 3D 

gaming engine with spatial framework. Mapping latitude and longitude with 

multiple geo-mapping data sources and file types to provide unique 3D land 

tile simulation. Image in this context stands for Geo-spatial data, or Lidar 

Drone image data. Myland user uploads Geo-tagged images from smart 

phone or Lidar drone to Myland Metaverse to be verified and minted as a 

NFT. User lists minted NFT and sell it on Myland Marketplace. The image 

contents created by the creator who do not own the land will be offered with 

discount to purchase land tile(s).  If a land tile is pre-own, the image 

contents are subject to land owner’s approval for display or revenue-sharing 

in the event that ads revenue is generated. Smart phone captured image is 

mapped against content creator’s 3D tile database and render a next-

generation high resolution image. 

 

5. Develop Content-to-Earn: Content and game developers are incentivized 

with Myland tokens MLND to develop contents and games to attract users to 

subscribe content services and play games in Myland Metaverse. 
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MazeArt NFT Marketplace at www.Maze.Art 

MazeArt NFT Marketplace is a NFT platform for buying, selling, collecting, 

displaying, trading, and minting NFT artworks. The platform will allow digital 

NFT collectors to purchase, sell and create their tokens to represent ownership of 

each unique NFT item. When holders need to access the platform, they must have 

a crypto wallet connected to the Polygon Blockchain for NFT transactions on 

Maze.Art. In addition, all wallets need to be pre-funded to facilitate transactions. 

Holders also need a user account on the MazeArt Marketplace to make NFT 

transaction a seamless experience. 

MazeArt NFT Marketplace will be launched for NFT transactions on June 28, 

2022. 
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The Connections Between NFT and Metaverse  

The Metaverse is a three-dimensional online universe that combines multiple 

virtual spaces. With Metaverse, users can meet, collaborate, socialize, and play 

games in 3D spaces. Many industries are taking advantage of the vast opportunities 

this technology offers. For one, the most adaptive sector that sees great potential 

for advancement is the NFT world. 

As a virtual representation of reality, Metaverse features including user avatar in 

NFTs, a custom-made virtual self.  Users visit virtual art galleries, attend concerts 

in Metaverse basically do almost everything that they do on the physical planet and 

identified by the avatar when “going out”. In addition, the NFT interactions with 

the Metaverse give users a complete control over their digital assets. Furthermore, 

the NFT-Metaverse integration is heralding a dynamic fusion of the real and the 

digital worlds. 

NFTs serve as links between the physical and the digital worlds. The MazeArt 

NFT Marketplace provides real-time experiences for all non-fungible token players 

to collaborate with the virtual world. It also serves as a platform for providing 

diversification benefits to investors. The platform's primary goal is to act as the 

best platform to foster the efficiency of NFT transactions.  
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Target Market  

The early adopters of NFTs encompass millennial already involved in the 

Cryptocurrency/NFT trend. It metamorphosed into an organically grown 

community of video game artists, musicians, and workers in the design and 

illustration industry. Today players from other industries see the massive potential 

of the NFT phenomenon. The scope grew to cover real estate, travel, beauty, 

fashion, hospitality, and tourism, among others soon it will be in all industry 

worldwide. 

At MazeArt NFT Marketplace and Myland Metaverse, our project takes all 

interested players of the NFT industry and the project scalability ensures that we 

meet the needs of as many interested participants as possible.  Currently, we, as a 

global population have been conditioned by a pandemic period to participate in the 

online social interaction, human relationship, arts, culture, education, finances, 

healthcare, employment, and entertainment, etc. This lengthy period of lockdown 

caused us to accept a Metaverse as reality, and fully participate in what it has to 

offer. Hundreds of millions of people around the world are accustomed to spend 

over 10 hours online each day. In addition to the U.S. and English-speaking 

regions and countries as our first-round targeted market, and in far-east our market 

target of China where we will release our local Metaverse service and game 

platform in Chinese as well, we’re looking at a population of 1.4 billion as our 

Metaverse user-base, potential subscription fee as revenue will be enormous. 

Below is the top 10 countries of game user base published by Newzoo.com 

(revenue by billion in USD and players by million):  
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2021 Top 10 Game Markets: 

Rank Market Revenue # of Players 

1. China 49.25B 685.48M 

2. United States 47.32B 191.12M 

3. Japan 21.78B 75.62M 

4. South Korea 8.26B 33.01M 

5. Germany 6.76B 46.12M 

6. United Kingdom 5.73B 37.66M 

7. France 4.34B 38.08M 

8. Canada 3.68B 20.98M 

9. Italy 3.15B 36.55M 

10. Brazil 2.53B 92.4M 

(www.newszoom.com) 

In 2 to 4 years, Myland Metaverse will be primed and ready to allow users to log-

on and go to the Laohu Valley Tiger Reserve in South Africa. There with the 

scientists the user will see how the young South China Tiger cubs (migrated from 

the zoos from China and SCT already extinct in the wild) are taught to hunt in this 

African terrain and to get along with other tigers in the Rewilding Program. Then 

they will be released back to the wild in China (Government designated and 

protected forests). For city life experiences, users can logon Myland Metaverse to 

travel to the world class destinations such as Radio City music hall in New York 

City, to experience and sample the Big Apple vibe. Then perhaps to visit Las 

Vegas and sit down in Bellagio Casino to play everything from Poker to Pai Gow. 

Some users may choose to go to Paris and enjoy the city views from Eiffel Tower 

or meditate beneath 800 year old stained glass windows of Notre Dame. Others 

may want to go to Milan for a spring fashion show, enjoy the beautiful beach in 

Hawaii, or visit your hometown from far. To complete the grand tour, users might 

attend the New Year Peking Opera Show in Forbidden City in Beijing, or to see 
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the vast array of ancient Terra Cotta Warriors in Xian, or to walk on the Great Wall 

– all from the conform of your living room!    
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Metaverse Market Segments & Demographics 

Without a doubt, NFTs have already become a phenomenon for all ages and 

gender. Everyone pitches a tent with a niche that appeals more to their regular 

economic activities. Metaverse, on the other hand, is the latest hot topic in 

technology when Facebook announced its high profile company name change to 

“Meta”. The Metaverse has a predicted market size of $800 billion by 2024. 

The market segmentation of the Metaverse has a significant advantage over all 

physical industries.  

● In-games- Unlike traditional games, Metaverse is where many gamers want 

to be. Therefore, it isn't surprising that most gaming companies try to take a 

big bite off the Metaverse piece.   

● Real Estate Metaverse- Statistics show that companies are already making a 

big splash by raising tens of millions dollars in large amount of funds before 

projects even get released. 

● Technology Companies- The Metaverse avails a lot of opportunities for tech 

companies. Many of them see it as a way to expand their horizons. 

● VR and AR Equipment- The demand for VR and AR gadgets is rising. 

These pieces of equipment are a prerequisite to being on the Metaverse. 

● Digital Fashion Items- Beauty and fashion have always been a hot market 

segment for investors. For digital luxury items, the industry has officially 

crossed the threshold. People pay a lot for something that is not real, and 

investors cash in big time on this niche. 

Many companies can work on a unique space inside the Metaverse and create a 

decentralization concept. Real-time effects have a prominent role to play in the 
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new Metaverse. It's intended to change the face of avatar identity, accountability, 

content creation, virtual economies, privacy, security, and trust. 
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Maze.Art NFT Marketplace, Myland Digital Earth Land Sale and 

Myland Metaverse 

There are three distinct but interwoven projects on the MazeArt NFT, Myland 

Digital Earth, and Myland Metaverse. We understand that investors acquire NFTs 

for different reasons. Therefore each project is designed to serve a specific need for 

the diverse clients of the platform. However, no project is autonomous. There is a 

form of integration for all projects to give holders the best possible experiences and 

highest ROI. Here are the three unique projects but inter-connected to deliver the 

ultimate Metaverse value: 

● MazeArt NFT Marketplace – www.maze.art 

● Myland Digital Earth NFT Marketplace – www.myland.earth 

● Myland Metaverse – www.myland.earth 
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Project Development in 3 Phases  

1. MazeArt NFT Marketplace and NFT Collections 

 The MazeArt NFT marketplace is the platform to purchase and trade the Tiger 

NFTs only. There will be 5,016 Tiger Land Zodiacs NFTs for interested 

participants to acquire, hold or sell on July 29, 2022. MazeArt also provides NFT 

trading in all digital art categories, music, videos, and collectibles, etc.  

MazeArt marketplace also stands as the gateway to accessing the Myland 

Metaverse.  

2. Myland Digital Earth and Virtual Land NFT Marketplace 

Myland.Earth is the domain for the website and can be immediately referenced by 

the investors to connect with digital land NFT sales based on the Digital Earth and 

world map we have integrated with. It is designed to aim at achieving a seamless 

digital land buying and selling experiences on the network.  

3. Myland Metaverse 

The Myland Metaverse is the final vision of our platform, which built on the 

website Myland.Earth. Users log on to Myland.Earth to access the Myland 

Metaverse. It will be filled with rich virtual contents and a well-developed 

Metaverse economy. All of the digital land parcels sold from Myland.Earth Land 

NFT Marketplace form the foundation of the Myland Metaverse. The land owners 

are the first generation citizens of the Myland Metaverse platform, and they are 

called the Mylanders. 
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 In addition, users can use the Myland native token MLND on both digital realty 

NFT marketplace  and Myland Metaverse. The entire process is seamless. 

Furthermore, there is the Map-Content-to-Earn business model on Myland.Earth 

(see Glossary List in Page#36). A great feature for content creators such digital 

artists, photographers, gamers and the like. Phase III Metaverse will exist to create 

content and development of in-games. 
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Introduction to Myland Metaverse Framework 

The development of virtual real estate market is at its early stage. Nevertheless, 

Metaverse digital architecture is proven to be the future. There is already a 

widespread fascination by prospects to this segment. People purchase virtual land 

and spend more time in digital properties. 

Virtual real estate also generates revenue by renting out display spaces for 

purchasing and selling homes. Myland Metaverse seeks to create various 

architectural designs for land holders and investors to be a part of the broad NFT 

real estate industry. Some of the products to be developed include the ideal virtual 

house, digital furniture, external and interior décor artworks, sculpture,  etc.  Land 

owners will get a portion of income from activities that can generate financial 

return on owners’ land. 

Myland digital land properties are divided into equal size tiles.  Each tile is a 

square of 10 meter x 10 meter.   The Earth's surface is precisely mapped, to 

provide a complete raw and primitive land for modern day advanced land 

development opportunities, and high value landmarks for events, advertising, and 

potential rental opportunities as well.  
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Myland Metaverse Architecture and Functionalities 

Functions in architecture come in several layers of meaning, all of which drive the 

design process for a specific project. Here are some essential types of function in 

architecture that bear similarities with the Metaverse. 

1. Use and User Function. 

The Functionalities of the architecture refers to the intended uses and activities. 

Myland Project takes into cognizance the needs of each client. Therefore, the 

placement and features of a digital building have to reflect its intended use and 

permit future improvements or adaptations. 

2. Environmental Function 

Part of the architectural function includes the environment, and NFT real estate 

considers the digital aspect of this feature. 

Maryland's sophisticated architecture maintains comfort that aligns with 

sustainable designs. 

3. Symbolic function. 

For state-of-the-art architecture, some features need to get embodied into a design. 

For example, Myland takes into cognizance history, values excellent public places, 

etc., into its designs to foster socialization. 

 4. 3D Land Tiles 

Myland Digital Earth mirrors an exact twin-copy of the physical Earth based on a 

1:1 ratio, where sellable land units to mint consist of 50,000,000,000 land tiles.  
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Myland geospatial (GIS) file system features a 3D gaming framework and a high 

performance storage framework that maps metadata from multiple data sources 

and file types to 3D tile creation. 

 Myland provides participants with a DApp that captures and synchronizes images 

and video uploaded by users from mobile phones, Lidar Drone video  where the 

user uploads to adds images to MyLand Virtual Land Gallery. 

Myland Mapping framework features 3D graphic gaming engine provides users 

and developers with geo rendering and simulation services to enable Craft and 

Quest game infrastructure to build out “Pre extinction games” and sponsor 

workspaces.  

The 3D engine acts a Myland GIS bleeds 2D into 3D, drag and drop UI 

configuration with, click-to-invite and view social threads. 

Myland provides game software developers with low code framework and SDKs 

middleware to integrate smart phone Lidar drone video capture into mapping 

framework. 3D tiles are supported by a virtual server stack and graphics libraries 

such as OpenGL to provide programmers with the ability to render 3D graphics 

with low-level coding that seamless maps as it interprets the inside and outside 

world experience. 

5. Myland Metaverse Additional Features 

 Loot boxes ledger support to support play to earn sanctuary games.   

 NFT monetization for access, fractional ownership Metaverse rentals.  

 Avatar supported voice and gesture recognition. 

 Avatar Secret Link registration authentication.  
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 Connected data sources document libraries by region.  

 Next-generation user interfaces to support concurrent information streams 

and “Content analyst controls” based on Distributed Autonomous 

Organization that runs the Metaverse business by consensus. Automating the 

reviewing, content creation approvals and content further voting on Quality 

of service, Roadmap rewards, and Token depreciation. 
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Conclusion 

The urgency of our time and a multiplexity of innovation have given us 

opportunity and prosperity. Our project offers a synergy of new technology, the re-

birth of land, essentially the global citizens’ desire to protect future habitat for 

human and wildlife. It was Mahatma Gandhi‘s focus on unbridled industrialization 

in 1909 noting the loss of habitat. We will pick up where a young Teddy Roosevelt 

left off when he began to urge the establishment of national parks. Or John Muir, 

the naturist and conservationist, who strove to preserve the great Sierra Nevada 

Range. Myland Metaverse Project for Conservation is built upon these visionaries, 

in which we add emerging Blockchain technologies of our time and global 

concerns of habitat and wildlife conservation. Through the merging of the virtual 

world and the real world with precise global map, we will finally be able to 

identify and protect the boundary of shared human-wildlife habitat, and enhance 

the future lives of human and animals in harmony in the years to come. 
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